
GRAMMAR: DAY THREE (2 hours) 
How NOT to Teach Grammar 
<bad> DEMO lesson  
<good> DEMO lesson 

How to Teach Grammar: Chapter 10, pp. 151-154. 
Activity sheet pp. 176 
Laminates and materials—folder 3 

Class 3 
(2 hours) 

 
Warm-up activity: 
Begin by playing the present continuous matching pairs (see folder for materials; do as tabletop 
concentration). Offer just a brief explanation to start (e.g. Place the cards face down and take turns 
turning over two to find the pairs. Before turning over each card, say what the person is doing). Play for 
a few minutes. When you stop, ask: Which person from yesterday, Deedee or Ian, would play this game 
with you?   Ian is the most likely due to that lack of focus on rules AND that this was an active 
example of how language is used. Ask: What was the grammar point? Present continuous. Ask: What 
other grammar points could be noticed in the activity? Past continuous or using pronouns are possible 
answers.  
 
Focus: How Not to Teach Grammar 
 
1) Present the <bad> sample lesson provided on pp. 151-152 of How to Teach Grammar (copies and 
necessary materials located in the folder), telling Ps ahead of time that they are going to experience 
how NOT to teach grammar (i.e. they should know this is going to be a bad lesson ahead of time).  

 After the lesson, elicit ideas about what they liked and did not like.  Ask about F,M,U—was 
it included? (NO!)  Talk about the types of activities they saw: mechanical (yes), meaningful 
(no), communicative (no)  Did the lesson involve a context for the grammar? (NO!), etc. 

 
**This lesson is not fully appreciated for its poorness unless Ps understand the use of the past 
perfect tense very well.  Review the discussion on page 152 so you are ready to facilitate the class 
discussion.** 
 

 Tell Ps they will see a <good> grammar lesson, but first we have some RULES to review. 
 
2)  State: There are six rules to teaching grammar.  First, review the rules as a class, so you can assess 
P understanding of the key word in each rule (relevance, use, nurture, appropriacy, economy, 
context) 

 Then, handout the rules and definitions (laminates) to small groups.  They will match them 
as best they can.  T monitors and offers guidance where necessary. 

 Once Ps understand the definitions, handout the chapter 10 handout entitled How NOT to 
Teach Grammar (2-pages).  Refer to pages one and two as the <bad> lesson they already 
experienced—for more depth in terms of HOW it was bad, the second page is a great 
reference.  Then, show them that the rules of grammar are included on the third page. 

 Handout Chapter 10 How NOT to Teach Grammar WORKSHEET (1-page, p. 176) and have Ps 
work together to complete Activity B; T monitors and offers guidance where necessary.  
 

<<The best answers are as follows: 1 – The Rule of Nurture; 2 – The Rule of Appropriacy; 3 – 

The Rule of Use; 4 – The Rule of Relevance; 5 – The Rule of Context; 6 – The Rule of 
Economy. >> 
 

 Elicit which rules were broken—and how—in the <bad> DEMO lesson. 
 



3) Once rules are discussed thoroughly, there is one more step to review: optimal conditions. 

 Write on WB: input, output, feedback, motivation 

 Elicit from Ps what is meant by each  
 Finally, share the key questions (in bold below) for Ps to ask themselves in the classroom: 

 
Input Is the input presented in a way that Ss will 

engage with it? Will there be ‘intake’ of the 
input?  

Output Will the output be of high quality and quantity to 
develop accuracy and fluency? Are they being 
communicative for a useful purpose? 

Feedback Will the feedback help Ss notice or be directed at 
form? Are you raising their grammar awareness? 

Motivation Will the lesson content and design motivate Ss to 
attend to input, produce quality output and take 
account of the feedback? Will they care about 
your lessons? 

*Without these conditions, it does not matter how well we obey rules of teaching grammar or F,M,U! 
 
4) A <good> grammar lesson DEMO.  Here, Ps will act as Ss, but focus on how this lesson does (or 
does not) follow the rules of teaching grammar.  They will look for F, M, U and a variety of activity 
types.  Use the What Happened To…? lesson in the folder, or present your own. 

 After the lesson: briefly review the points above—grammar rules, optimal conditions, 
development of FMU, involvement of meaningful and communicative activities.  Ps should 
be able to compare this lesson to the earlier <bad> DEMO lesson and find many differences. 

 

~At the end of this class, Ps should be able to critically review a grammar 
lesson to identify its effectiveness.  In the next class they will have the 
opportunity to develop a communicative lesson themselves! 
 
 


